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Abstract

We present an optimization for integrity constraint
veri�cation in distributed databases. The optimization
allows a global constraint, i.e. a constraint spanning
multiple databases, to be veri�ed by accessing data at a
single database, eliminating the cost of accessing remote
data. The optimization is based on an algorithm that
takes as input a global constraint and data to be inserted
into a local database. The algorithm produces a local
condition such that if the local data satis�es this condition
then, based on the previous satisfaction of the global
constraint, the global constraint is still satis�ed. If
the local data does not satisfy the condition, then a
conventional global veri�cation procedure is required.

1 Introduction

A clear trend in information systems technology is
the distribution of related data across multiple sites.
Such systems may vary from tightly-coupled parallel
databases to federated information systems. In all
cases, one bene�t of data distribution is that each
site processes its own data with some degree of au-
tonomy. At the same time, however, since data across
sites may be related, there may be certain global con-
sistency requirements, or integrity constraints, on the
distributed data. Integrity constraints specify those
con�gurations of the data that are considered seman-
tically correct. Integrity constraints have been dis-
cussed in many forms and are well accepted as a useful
mechanism for monitoring and enforcing data seman-
tics.

�Work was supported by NSF grants IRI-91-16646 and IRI-
90-16358, and ARO DAAL-03-G-0177.

A database that is initially consistent with respect
to a set of integrity constraints can become inconsis-
tent if data is modi�ed. When an integrity constraint
involves data from multiple sites, verifying consis-
tency could involve a distributed transaction and the
expenses associated with it: two phase commit pro-
tocols, distributed concurrency control, network com-
munication costs, and multiple interface layers if the
databases are heterogeneous [CP84, OV91]. A useful
optimization in these environments is to be able to
verify global constraints by only accessing local data.
We present an algorithm that takes a global con-
straint and data to be inserted into a local database
and produces a local test condition. If the local data
satis�es the test condition then, based on the previous
satisfaction of the global constraint, the global con-
straint is still satis�ed. We call this approach Local

Veri�cation of Global Integrity Constraints. The fol-
lowing two examples illustrate our general approach
(we re-use the examples throughout this paper).

EXAMPLE 1.1 Consider an employee-department
relational database with two relations:

emp(E; D; S)

% employee number E in department D has salary S

dept(D; MS)

% some manager in department D has salary MS

Say integrity constraint I1 requires that every de-
partment number referenced by a tuple in the emp

relation exists in the dept relation. This is often re-
ferred to as a referential integrity constraint. If a
tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted, we need to verify
the existence of tuple dept(d1;MS), where MS could
be any constant. If the two relations emp and dept

reside on di�erent sites, this check can be done by
reading the dept relation remotely. Suppose, how-
ever, that the local relation emp contains a tuple
emp(e1; d1; s1), and the database satis�es integrity
constraint I1 before the tuple is inserted. The dept

relation must therefore contain a tuple dept(d1;MS).
Consequently when the tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is in-
serted, a remote read is not required to con�rm the



existence of department d1. 2

EXAMPLE 1.2 Consider another integrity con-
straint I2 on the employee-department database. I2
requires that every employee earn less than every
manager in the same department. When the tuple
emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted in the emp relation, con-
straint I2 needs to be checked. Suppose, however,
that department d1 already has an employee e1 whose
salary is 100. Given that constraint I2 is not violated
by the existing tuple, we know that the salary of every
manager of department d1 is more than 100. There-
fore, the salary of every manager of department d1
is more than 50 and inserting emp(e; d1; 50) does not
violate constraint I2. 2

In this paper we consider the relational model [Ull88],
although our results can also be applied to other mod-
els. We give an algorithm that takes:

1. A tuple to be inserted into a local relation L,

2. An integrity constraint C over local and remote
relations, and

3. An assumption that the constraint is not violated
before the insertion is made to L.

The algorithm produces a test condition over local
relation L such that if L satis�es the test, then
the insertion into L does not violate the integrity
constraint C. If on the other hand, L does not satisfy
the test, a conventional integrity constraint checking
method needs to be used. In Example 1.1 the local
test condition requires �nding an existing employee
tuple with the same department number as the new
employee. Similarly, in Example 1.2, the local test
condition requires �nding an existing employee whose
salary is at least as much as the salary of the new
employee, and who works in the same department. In
both cases if the local test conditions are not satis�ed
then a conventional integrity checking mechanism has
to be used to check if tuple emp(e; d1; 50) violates
integrity constraints I1 and I2 respectively.
Although the test condition depends on the in-

serted tuple, for e�ciency it can be generated once
(at compile time) and then instantiated with the in-
serted tuple at run time. Even though we discuss
only insertions in this paper, we have extended our
local veri�cation techniques to consider deletions and
updates. We consider distributed databases as the
motivation for our work. However, the idea of local
integrity constraint checking is not restricted to dis-
tributed databases. The cost of accessing di�erent
relations on the same site may be di�erent because,
for example, some critical data may be expensive to
lock, or some data may periodically be unavailable.
Checking integrity constraints using only the cheaper
data then becomes attractive. On the other hand, in

some distributed databases it may be the case that
remote data is not any more expensive to access than
local data. In such cases our optimization is inappro-
priate.
For a given integrity constraint, our optimization

can be used at every site involved in the constraint
for which the optimization is applicable. There
is no problem with concurrency control since the
optimization generates conditions over local data
only.

1.1 Related Work

Most previous work on integrity constraint checking is
not tailored for the distributed database environment
and addresses one of the following two problems:

1. How to use the integrity constraint assertion and
the modi�cation to avoid consulting the database
at all, i.e. to infer that the modi�cation is
irrelevant with respect to the constraint [BCL89,
Elk90]. This approach also produces a local
test because the inference process does not use
remote data; in fact the test is independent of the
underlying database.

2. How to use the modi�cation to reduce the amount
of data read from the database during the check-
ing phase. This can be done by deriving cheaper
su�cient conditions than the naive exhaustive
constraint check [Nic82, KSS87, LST87, BMM92],
or by maintaining redundant derived information
to avoid run time inference [BBC80, BGM92].

This paper presents a way to use a speci�c part
of the original database in order to check integrity
constraints; namely the data that is local to the site
where the modi�cation is made.
[BGM92] also considers the distributed database

scenario, with a similar goal of checking global
integrity constraints locally. Their solution, the
Demarcation Protocol , relies on storing some extra
information about data on remote sites and the
solution applies only to a limited class of integrity
constraints.
[Nic82, KSS87, LST87, BMM92] present ways to

produce su�cient integrity constraint veri�cation
tests given a modi�cation to the database and the
entire original database. In this paper we present
an algorithm to generate su�cient tests that refer to
only a part of the database. We also consider the
(nontrivial) issue of converting the test into a query
on the local database. Our local approach gives a less
general but more e�cient test than the global checks
of [Nic82, KSS87, LST87, BMM92].
[BBC80] uses extra aggregate information (maxima

and minima) about the database to produce su�cient
tests for constraints that are expressed by tuple



calculus formulas involving two tuple variables. The
techniques described in this paper avoid storing any
extra information and use a more general constraint
assertion language.
[Elk90] considers conjunctive queries with arith-

metic inequalities, and structural constraints like
functional dependencies. The queries he considers are
similar to, but less expressive than, the integrity con-
straints in this paper. The results in [Elk90] (and
also those in [BCL89]) determine when an integrity
constraint is independent of a modi�cation to the
database, using only the constraint and the modi�ca-
tion. Hence, the methods in [BCL89, Elk90] are even
more e�cient than ours (because they do not require
accessing any data) but are less general in that our
approach may succeed in verifying a constraint lo-
cally while the methods in [BCL89, Elk90] may not.
Consequently, the methods in [BCL89, Elk90] might
be applied �rst and, if they fail, our methods could
be applied.

1.2 Outline of Paper

Section 2 provides intuition for our approach. Sec-
tion 3 de�nes the integrity constraint assertion lan-
guage used in the paper. Section 4 describes our
method for local veri�cation of global integrity con-
straints and proves its correctness. We also discuss
evaluability issues involved in local veri�cation. Sec-
tion 5 discusses how our results would be used in prac-
tice, in particular how integrity constraints expressed
in SQL and Datalog would be checked. Section 6
derives local tests for two extensions of the integrity
constraint assertion language discussed in Section 3.
Finally, further research problems and extensions of
the work are mentioned in Section 7.

2 Intuition

The discussion in this section is kept informal in order
to highlight the underlying concepts. The ideas are
formalized later in the paper. We �rst de�ne an
assumption underlying all the results in this paper.

De�nition 2.1 InitialConsistency Assumption:

Given an integrity constraint C and a modi�cation
made to the database, the initial consistency assump-
tion states that C is not violated by the database
before the modi�cation is made. 2

Our goal is to use the initial consistency assump-
tion to infer information about remote data using lo-
cal data. This information allows us to verify global
integrity constraints when data is inserted into the
local database, without accessing remote data.
Consider an integrity constraint C that references

a local relation which we call L (new data is inserted
into L). For simplicity, we treat the remaining
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Figure 1: Intuition

relations involved in C as remote, although one or
more of them could be at the same site as L. We
refer to the remote relations as �R. Figure 1 shows
the relations relevant to C. Relation L is on the left
hand side of the �gure. The box DR on the right
represents all the possible states of remote relations
�R. A particular remote database state corresponds
to a point in the box DR. Points t1 and t2 represent
tuples to be inserted into relation L.
Consider an existing tuple t0 in the local relation

L, represented by the point t0 in Figure 1. Circle S0
represents all possible states of �R that violate con-
straint C with t0. The initial consistency assumption
says that the current database state does not violate
constraint C. Therefore the current state of �R lies
outside circle S0.
Now suppose tuple t1 is to be inserted into local

relation L, which contains tuple t0. Circle S1
represents all those states of �R that violate constraint
C with tuple t1. Suppose that S1 is contained in S0.
Then, all states of �R that violate constraint C with
tuple t1 also violate C with tuple t0. Given that tuple
t0 is in L, and that the current state of �R does not
violate C with t0 (initial consistency assumption), we
infer that the current state of �R lies outside circle S0
and therefore outside circle S1. Hence, the current
state of �R does not violate constraint C with tuple
t1. In this case, we say that the tuple t0 \covers" the
inserted tuple t1.
Now suppose tuple t2 is to be inserted into local

relation L, which contains tuple t0. Circle S2
represents all those states of �R that violate constraint
C with tuple t2. Suppose that circle S2 is not
contained in the circle S0. Then, there could be some
state of �R that violates constraint C with tuple t2
but does not violate C with tuple t0. Such a state
would be in S2 but not in S0. The current state of �R
could be one such state. Therefore, tuple t0 cannot



be used to conclude that the current state of �R does
not violate C with tuple t2.

The local veri�cation technique presented in this
paper e�ectively checks this \circle containment"
property using a logical expression involving relation
L. The remote relations do not appear in the
expression, allowing it to be evaluated at the site
where the tuple is inserted.

3 Constraint Language

The integrity constraint assertion language we con-
sider is based on �rst order logic and is similar to
that used in [CG92].1 A logical form for integrity con-
straint assertions facilitates developing the local test
condition and proving its correctness. In Section 5 we
adapt our methods to constraints expressed in SQL
and Datalog.

3.1 Syntax

An integrity constraint assertion is a �rst order logic
sentence of the following form:

(C): 8 �X 8�Y 9 �Z : [(L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^
Rk( �Y k) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)) )

(S1( �Y
0

1
; �Z

0

1
) _ : : :_ Sn( �Y

0

n;
�Z

0

n))]

where:
L represents the local relation.
R1; : : : ; Rk; S1; : : : ; Sn represent remote relations.2

�X = fX1; : : : ; Xtg is a set of universally quanti�ed
(8) variables occurring only in L and g.
�Y = fY1; : : : ; Yug is a set of 8 variables occurring

only in R1; : : : ; Rk; S1; : : : ; Sn, and g.
�Z = fZ1; : : : ; Zvg is a set of 9 variables occurring

only in S1; : : : ; Sn, and g.
�c = fc1; : : : ; cwg is a set of constants occurring only

in g.
g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c) is a conjunction of equalities (=) and

inequalities (<;>;�;�).
�Y i � �Y is the set of variables that occur in relation

Ri; 1 � i � k.
�Y

0

i �
�Y is the set of 8 variables that occur in rela-

tion Si; 1 � i � n.
�Z

0

i �
�Z is the set of 9 variables that occur in rela-

tion Si; 1 � i � n.

We often refer to the conjunction g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c) as
just g. The integrity constraint assertion must also
satisfy some additional restrictions in order to be
evaluable [F82, VT91]. To state the restrictions we
use the usual de�nition of equality.

De�nition 3.1 Equality: A variable is equal to
itself. In addition, variable P is equal to variable Q

1This paper considers only static constraints [BMM92].
2Recall from Section 2 that even though we treat a relation

as remote, it can actually be on the same site as local relation
L.

for a given constraint of the form C if g contains the
term P = S and variable S is equal to Q. Equality
between a variable and constant is de�ned similarly.
2

The restrictions on integrity constraint assertions are:

1. Existentially quanti�ed variables can occur only
in relations on the RHS of the implication ()) in
the integrity constraint assertion.

2. Universally quanti�ed variables occurring in a
relation on the RHS of the assertion must also
either occur in some relation on the LHS, be equal
to a variable that occurs in a relation on the LHS,
or be equal to a constant.

3. Existentially quanti�ed variables occurring in g

must be equal to a constant or a universally
quanti�ed variable.

The restrictions on integrity constraints speci�ed in
Items 1, 2, and 3 are needed in order to ensure
the practical evaluability of the constraint (domain

independence [Ull88]).

3.2 Semantics

Consider an integrity constraint assertion C. For
each variable in �X , �Y , and �Z, let the domain of
that variable be the domain of the relation column in
which that variable appears. The integrity constraint
is satis�ed if for all assignments of values to the
variables in �X and �Y there exists an assignment of
values to variables in �Z such that if:

1. There is a tuple in relation L with the values
assigned to �X .

2. For each Ri; 1 � i � k in C, there is a tuple in
relation Ri with the values assigned to �Y i.

3. Predicate g is satis�ed using constants �c and the
values assigned to �X, �Y , and �Z.

Then:

For some Si; 1 � i � n in C, there is a tuple in
relation Si with the values assigned to �Y

0

i and �Z
0

i.

We express the constraints of Examples 1.1 and 1.2
as sentences of logic in the form described above.

EXAMPLE 3.1 Constraint I1 requires that the
department number of every tuple in the emp relation
exists in the dept relation.

8E;D; S; 9D0;MS :
[(emp(E;D; S) ^ D0 = D) ) dept(D0;MS)]

The above constraint is violated if there is an
employee whose department number does not occur
in any tuple in the dept relation. 2



EXAMPLE 3.2 Constraint I2 requires that every
employee earn less than every manager in the same
department.

8E;D; S;D0;MS : [(emp(E;D; S) ^ dept(D0;MS)
^D0 = D) ) MS > S]

In the prescribed form, this is represented as:

8E;D; S;D0;MS : [(emp(E;D; S) ^ dept(D0;MS)
^D0 = D ^ S �MS) ) false]

Constraint I2 is violated if there is an employee who
earns at least as much as some manager in the same
department. 2

4 Method for Local Veri�cation of
Integrity Constraints

This section formalizes local veri�cation and is struc-
tured as follows. Section 4.1 presents the local test
condition derived from a global constraint and a tu-
ple to be inserted into the local relation. Section 4.2
illustrates the local test condition using our exam-
ples. Section 4.3 discusses evaluability and generality
of local testing.

4.1 Local Test Condition

De�nition 4.1 LTC(C; �v): Consider an integrity
constraint C:

(C): 8 �X 8�Y 9 �Z : [(L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^
Rk( �Y k) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)) )

(S1( �Y
0

1
; �Z

0

1
) _ : : :_ Sn( �Y

0

n;
�Z

0

n))]

Let �v be a tuple inserted into the local relation L.
The local test condition is as follows:

(LTC(C; �v)): 9 �X 8�Y 8 �Z :
[L( �X) ^ (g(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c) ) g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c))]

2

If relation L satis�es LTC(C; �v) then inserting tuple
�v into L does not violate constraint C. Notice that
only relation L is involved in LTC(C; �v). The test
condition does not refer to any of the remote relations
R1; : : : ; Rk; S1; : : : ; Sn.
The above test is derived at compile time by treat-

ing �v as a parameter instead of using the actual value
for the inserted tuple. When a tuple is actually in-
serted into local relation L at run time, LTC(C; �v)
is instantiated by the inserted tuple and evaluated
using the local relation. In order to locally evalu-
ate LTC(C; �v) the universally quanti�ed variables in
�Y and �Z need to be eliminated from the implication
(g(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c) ) g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)). Eliminating the vari-
ables in �Y and �Z results in a set of restrictions on the
variables in �X that serve as the selection condition for
the cover tuple in the local relation. In [GW92] we
give an algorithm for eliminating universally quan-
ti�ed variables. The following theorem proves the
correctness of De�nition 4.1.

Theorem 4.1 Consider an integrity constraint C

and a tuple �v inserted into relation L. If the

database satis�es integrity constraint assertion C

before adding tuple �v, and if the local test condition

LTC(C; �v) is satis�ed by the local relation L, then

the database satis�es integrity constraint assertion C

after inserting tuple �v. 2

Theorem 4.1 is a special case of Theorem 6.1; a proof
of Theorem 6.1 appears in [GW92].

4.2 Examples

EXAMPLE 4.1 Consider the referential integrity
constraint I1 as stated in Example 3.1:

8E;D; S 9D0;MS :
[(emp(E;D; S) ^ D0 = D) ) dept(D0;MS)]

The local relation L is the emp relation, g is D = D0,
and the inserted tuple parameter is <ev; dv; sv>. The
local test according to De�nition 4.1 is:

9E;D; S 8D0;MS :
[emp(E;D; S) ^ ((D0 = dv) ) (D0 = D))]

Suppose tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted. The param-
eterized variable dv is replaced by the actual depart-
ment number from the inserted tuple, namely d1, re-
sulting in the test:

(T ): 9E;D; S 8D0;MS :
[emp(E;D; S) ^ ((D0 = d1) ) (D0 = D))]

The universally quanti�ed variables are eliminated
from test condition T to give a condition involving
only the variables of the local relation. Variable MS
does not appear in T and can therefore be eliminated.
VariableD0 is eliminated by propagating the equality
D0 = d1. Hence we have:

9E;D; S : [emp(E;D; S) ^ D = d1]

This condition is evaluated by performing a query
on the emp relation for a tuple that has d1 as
its department number. If the query has a non-
empty answer then we conclude that inserting tuple
emp(e; d1; 50) does not violate integrity constraint I1.
2

EXAMPLE 4.2 Consider the integrity constraint
I2 as stated in Example 3.2.

8E;D; S;D0;MS : [(emp(E;D; S) ^ dept(D0;MS)
^D0 = D ^ S �MS) ) false]

L is again emp, g is D0 = D ^ S �MS, and the
inserted tuple parameter is <ev; dv; sv>. The local
test according to De�nition 4.1 is:

9E;D; S 8D0;MS : [emp(E;D; S)^
((D0 = dv ^ sv �MS) ) (D0 = D ^ S �MS))]



When tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted, the parameter-
ized variable dv is replaced by the department num-
ber from the inserted tuple: d1, and variable sv is
replaced by the salary from the inserted tuple: 50.
The resulting test is:

9E;D; S 8D0;MS : [emp(E;D; S)^
((D0=d1 ^ 50�MS) ) (D0=D ^ S�MS))]

The universally quanti�ed variables D0 and MS are
eliminated from the test condition to give a condition
involving only the variables of the local relation:

9E;D; S : [emp(E;D; S) ^ D = d1 ^ S � 50]

This condition is evaluated by performing a query
on the emp relation for a tuple that has d1 as its
department number and an integer S � 50 in the
salary �eld. If the query has a non-empty answer
then we conclude that inserting tuple emp(e; d1; 50)
does not violate integrity constraint I2. 2

Note that even though the remote relationsR1; : : : ; Rk,
S1; : : : ; Sn were restricted to be base relations in
integrity constraint assertion C, local test condi-
tion LTC(C; �v) is correct even if remote relations are
view/derived relations. However, L is restricted to be
a base relation.

4.3 Evaluability of the Local Test Condition

In this section we briey discuss the evaluability and
generality of the local test condition described in the
previous section.
Notice that the local test de�ned in the previous

section produces an implication involving g, where
g is a conjunction of arithmetic predicates. If
the local relation L contains a tuple that satis�es
this implication then we say that the local relation
satis�es the test. In order to evaluate the test
condition, the satis�ability of the implication needs
to be reduced to a query on relation L. We therefore
need to eliminate the variables in �Y and �Z from the
implication. The variables in �Y and �Z correspond to
the remote relations. Examples 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate
the need for this elimination. If g contains just
equality predicates, then eliminating the universally
quanti�ed variables is simply a matter of propagating
equalities. The cost of doing the propagation is
linear in the number of equality expressions in g.
With arithmetic comparisons, as in Example 1.2, the
complexity of simplifying the implication is O(n3)
where n is the number of inequalities in g [Dav87].
If we allowed fully general predicates, including

unrestricted use of arithmetic operators like + or �,
then the implicationmay be unsolvable. However, we
might extend the predicates in g with restricted use
of + and �. Note that even though applicability of
test LTC(C; �v) is restricted by the evaluability of the

implication based on g, the correctness of our method
does not depend on the structure of g.
Consider the intuition for local veri�cation dis-

cussed in Section 2. We concluded that an inserted
tuple t does not violate an integrity constraint C

based on one existing tuple in the local relation (for
instance, tuple t1 was covered by tuple t0 in Figure 1).
The local veri�cation condition de�ned in Section 4.1
checks for this condition: relation L satis�es the test
of De�nition 4.1 if one of the tuples in L is su�-
cient to cover the inserted tuple t with respect to the
constraint C. However, in general an inserted tuple
may require more than one existing tuples to cover it.
In terms of Figure 1, this corresponds to a scenario
in which it takes the union of the circles for several
existing tuples to contain the circle for the inserted
tuple. While we have a conjecture on how to adapt
our local test condition for multiple covering tuples,
it is likely to be more expensive to evaluate such a
test. In general, the set of covering tuples could con-
tain the entire local relation. As future work we plan
to explore local testing with multiple covering tuples.
For certain classes of constraints, one covering tuple
can be proved to be the most general local test. One
such class is those constraints that are expressible as
simple conjunctive queries [GU92].

5 Getting Practical

We have developed our approach to local veri�cation
of global integrity constraints using logic as our
basis. However, our results are applicable directly to
environments based on SQL or Datalog. To express
a constraint in such a query language, it is natural to
express the constraint as a query, where the query
produces a non-empty answer if and only if the
current state of the database violates the constraint.
The query corresponds to the negation of the integrity
constraint assertion C. Recall that C, as given in
Section 3, has the form:

(C): 8 �X 8�Y 9 �Z : [(L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^
Rk( �Y k) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)) )

(S1( �Y
0

1
; �Z

0

1
) _ : : :_ Sn( �Y

0

n;
�Z

0

n))]

C can be equivalently written as:

(V ): 8 �X 8�Y 9 �Z : : [L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^

:S1( �Y
0

1
; �Z

0

1
) ^ : : :^ g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)]

The expression within the outermost negation of V
corresponds naturally to the database query.
In this section we describe the applicability of our

approach in terms of mapping SQL/Datalog queries
to integrity constraint assertions in our logical lan-
guage and then applying local veri�cation. However,
in practice the methods are directly applicable to the
SQL/Datalog queries. The local test condition is then
a query in SQL/Datalog involving just the local rela-
tion.



1. Select Exp ::= SELECT * FROM T1; T2; : : : ; Tn [WHERE Predicate]
2. Predicate ::= Item Compare Item

j NOT EXISTS (Simple Select)
j Item NOT IN (Simple Select)
j Predicate AND Predicate

3. Item ::= Col Name j constant
4. Col Name ::= [T:]C
5. Compare ::= = j � j � j > j <
6. Simple Select ::= SELECT * FROM T [WHERE Simple Predicate]
7. Simple Predicate ::= Item = Item

j Simple Predicate AND Simple Predicate

Figure 2: Grammar for Integrity Constraint De�nitions in SQL

5.1 SQL

Figure 2 gives a grammar for SQL queries that can be
mapped into sentences of the form C. Note that all
nested subqueries are either NOT EXISTS or NOT IN

queries; \positive" subqueries such as EXISTS and
IN can always be translated to joins [CG85]. An SQL
query Q is mapped to a logic sentence C as follows:

1. All attributes of the relations that occur in the
FROM list of Q occur as universally quanti�ed
variables in C.

2. The relations that occur in the FROM list of Q
occur on the LHS in C: L;R1; : : : ; Rk.

3. All attributes of the relations that occur in the
nested subqueries of Q occur as existentially
quanti�ed variables in C.

4. The relations that occur in the nested subqueries
of Q occur on the RHS in C: S1; : : : ; Sn.

5. The conjunction of the WHERE clauses of the
nested subqueries of Q and the WHERE clause of
query Q occur as g in C.

The integrity constraint assertion C obtained from
query Q is guaranteed to satisfy all the restrictions
discussed in Section 3. Local veri�cation handles
insertions made to one of the relations in the FROM

list of the SQL query Q: that relation is mapped to
L. The local test derived by Theorem 4.1 is expressed
as the query:

SELECT � FROM L

WHERE Test Cond

where Test Cond is the selection condition on the
local relation obtained by using the inserted tuple
and C, and simplifying the local test condition, as
discussed in Section 4.1.

By safe we mean something that satis�es the re-
strictions of before. Unsafe is the opposite. Restric-
tions on the NOT EXISTS query were imposed as fol-
lows:

� We cannot permit any inequalities in the WHERE

clause because inequalities inside render the log-
ical sentence unsafe. Those inequalities that can
be expressed safely, can be pulled out of the nested
query.

� Only equalities are therefore permissible. Even
here, any inequality that involves both variables
from the relation in the nested query, then that
inequality should be pushed into the schema of
the relation.

� When the logic sentence for the entire query is
made, all variables that belong to the relation in

the nested query, are existentially quanti�ed. Of
these variables, those that take part in equalities
can actually be either universally or existentially
quanti�ed, but those that occur only in the
schema and not in g, need to be existentially
quanti�ed by the safety requirements.

Some properties of the variables in g that arise
because of the safety requirements imposed on the
queries.

� Equality expressions that involve only existen-
tially quanti�ed variables are useless. This is be-
cause an existentially quanti�ed variable is forced
to ALSO be equal to some constant or some 8 vari-
able. In which case, both the existentially quan-
ti�ed variables might as well be equated to the
same constant/8 variable.

5.2 Examples

EXAMPLE 5.1 Consider the referential integrity
constraint I1 involving relations emp and dept from
Example 1.1. The violation condition for constraint
I1 is expressed as the following SQL query:
SELECT � FROM emp

WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT � FROM dept

WHERE emp:D = dept:D)

If a tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted into relation emp,
the local test condition is checked by the following
SQL query:



SELECT � FROM emp

WHERE emp:D= d1

If the above query has a non-empty answer, then
we conclude that the inserted tuple does not violate
integrity constraint I1. 2

EXAMPLE 5.2 Consider constraint I2 from Ex-
ample 1.2. The violation condition for constraint I2
is expressed by the following SQL query:

SELECT � FROM emp, dept
WHERE emp:D = dept:D

AND emp:S � dept:MS

If a tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted into relation emp,
the local test is evaluated by the following SQL query:

SELECT � FROM emp

WHERE emp:D = d1
AND emp:S � 50

2

5.3 Datalog

Conjunctive queries in Datalog [C88] extended with
arithmetic inequalities and safe negation map to our
language for integrity constraint assertions directly.
An integrity constraint is expressed as a safe Datalog
query that de�nes a 0-ary derived predicate panic.
Panic becomes true when the violation condition for
the constraint is satis�ed. Similarly, the local test
condition is expressed as a safe Datalog query that
uses only the local relation in its body and de�nes a
0-ary predicate no-panic. No-panic becomes true if
the local test condition is satis�ed.
A Datalog query P that expresses an integrity

constraint violation can be mapped to a sentence of
the form C if P obeys the following restrictions (we
omit giving a rigorous grammar):

� P is a conjunction of base, derived, and built in
predicates. The only permitted built in predicates
are =; <;>;�;�. Joins between predicates are
expressed using =.

� Predicates that occur positively in P can only be
base predicates.

� Derived predicates that occur negatively in P

should be de�ned by a single rule. The de�ning
rule can use the base predicates in P and at most
one other new base predicate. The only built in
predicate permitted in the rule is equality, i.e.
joins.

The subset of Datalog speci�ed above corresponds
to the subset of SQL described by the grammar in
Figure 2. The examples below illustrate the local test
expressed as a Datalog query that de�nes predicate
no-panic.

EXAMPLE 5.3 Consider the referential integrity
constraint I1 from Example 1.1.

panic :{ emp(E;D; S) & :all dept(D).
all dept(D) :{ dept(D;MS).

The local test resulting from inserted tuple emp(e; d1; 50)
is:

no panic :{ emp(E;D; S) & D = d1.
2

EXAMPLE 5.4 Consider constraint I2 from Ex-
ample 1.2.

panic :{ emp(E;D; S) & dept(D;MS) & S�MS

The local test resulting from inserted tuple emp(e; d1; 50)
is:

no panic :{ emp(E;D; S) & D = d1 & S � 50
2

6 More General Constraints

We now consider two extensions to the integrity
constraint assertion language described in Section 3.
The �rst extension removes the restriction on the
quanti�cation of �Y and �Z in sentence C of Section 3.
The second extension permits arithmetic inequalities
to occur on the RHS of the integrity constraint
assertion. Local tests for both of these languages are
presented.

6.1 Unrestricted Quanti�ers

We consider a sentence C of the form described
in Section 3 and remove the restrictions on the
quanti�ers of �Y and �Z . We therefore consider
a �rst order logic sentence B with the variables
8�Y 9 �Z replaced by a sequence of arbitrarily quanti�ed
variables denoted ��Y .

(B): 8 �X ��Y : [(L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^
Rk( �Y k) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �c))

) (S1( �Y
0

1
) _ : : :_ Sn( �Y

0

n))]

where:
��Y = �1Y1�2Y2 : : :, each �i is a 8 or 9 quanti�er,
and Y1; Y2; : : : are variables in �Y .

The other terms occurring in the assertion are the
same as described before. The restrictions for
evaluability given in Section 3 also apply here.

De�nition 6.1 LTCg(B; �v): Consider an integrity
constraint B of the form speci�ed above. Let �v
represent a tuple inserted into the local relation L.
The local test condition is as follows:

(LTCg(B; �v)): 9 �X 8�Y :
[g(�v; �Y ; �c) ) (L( �X) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �c))]

2



Theorem 6.1 Consider an integrity constraint B

and a tuple �v inserted into relation L. If the

database satis�es integrity constraint assertion B

before adding tuple �v, and if the local test condition

LTCg(B; �v) is satis�ed by the local relation L, then

the database satis�es integrity constraint assertion B

after inserting tuple �v. 2

Proof: Omitted due to space constraints. 2

Recall De�nition 4.1. If the test LTCg(B; �v) of
De�nition 6.1 is applied to the more restrictive
integrity constraint assertion stated in Section 3, we
do not get test LTC(C; �v) of De�nition 4.1. Instead
we get:

(LTC0(C; �v)): 9 �X 8�Y 8 �Z :
[g(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c) ) (L( �X) ^ g( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c))]

The local relation L in test condition LTC0(C; �v)
occurs in a di�erent position than in the test
condition LTC(C; �v) stated in De�nition 4.1. The
di�erence between the two tests, LTC0(C; �v) and
LTC(C; �v), is that if g(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c) is false, then
LTC0(C; �v) does not look for a tuple in the local
relation L whereas test LTC(C; �v) does. We illustrate
this with an example.

EXAMPLE 6.1 Consider an integrity constraint
I3 that requires all employees with salaries greater
than 1000 to be in the �nance department. In
this integrity constraint, g contains the predicate
S > 1000. Say a tuple emp(e; d1; 50) is inserted into
relation emp. Intuitively, we do not need to check
for violation of I3 because 50 6� 1000 and therefore
employee e need not be in the �nance department.
Test LTC0(C; �v) will not require reading the local
relation in this case. However, test LTC(C; �v) does
require reading relation emp. Furthermore, in the case
where emp contains no tuples, the test will fail. 2

We introduced test LTC(C; �v) �rst because it cap-
tures the intuition of local veri�cation. Henceforth
\local test condition" refers to the more general test
LTC0(C; �v).3

6.2 Arithmetic Inequalities on the RHS

Consider a �rst order logic sentence of the following
form:

(A): 8 �X 8�Y 9 �Z : [(L( �X) ^ R1( �Y 1) ^ : : :^
Rk( �Y k) ^ g1( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)) )

(S1( �Y
0

1
; �Z

0

1
) ^ : : :^ Sn( �Y

0

n;
�Z

0

n) ^ g2( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c))]

3Note that the di�erence between the two tests LTC(C; �v)
and LTC0(C; �v) is an instance of the conditions for irrelevant
updates derived in [BCL89, Elk90].

Restrictions for evaluability, similar to those given in
Section 3, apply to this language. The above integrity
constraint assertion corresponds to an SQL query
Q that has one NOT EXISTS or NOT IN subquery
SQ. SQ can have an arbitrary number of relations
in its FROM list (that map to the relations S1; : : : ; Sn
in A). The WHERE clause of SQ can use arithmetic
inequalities �; <;�; > (that map to g2( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c) in
A).

De�nition 6.2 LTCa(A; �v): Consider an integrity
constraint A of the form speci�ed above. Let �v
represent a tuple inserted into the local relation L.
The local test condition is as follows:

(LTCa(A; �v)): 9 �X 8�Y 8 �Z : [L( �X)^
(g1(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c)) g1( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c))^
(g2( �X; �Y ; �Z; �c)) g2(�v; �Y ; �Z; �c))]

2

Theorem 6.2 Consider an integrity constraint A

and a tuple �v inserted into relation L. If the

database satis�es integrity constraint assertion A

before adding tuple �v, and if the local test condition

LTCa(A; �v) is satis�ed by the local relation L, then

the database satis�es integrity constraint assertion A

after inserting tuple �v. 2

Proof: Omitted due to space constraints. 2

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduces a technique for optimizing in-
tegrity constraint veri�cation in distributed databases.
Our veri�cation technique checks integrity constraints
that involve data from multiple sites using only the
data local to the site where modi�cations are made.
Our method uses the initial consistency assumption,
an integrity constraint assertion, and the relation into
which a tuple is inserted to produce a parameterized
local test that checks whether the insertion violates
the constraint. The test is evaluated at run time using
the inserted tuple and the local database. If the local
relation satis�es the test then the inserted tuple does
not violate the constraint. If the local relation does
not satisfy the test, then an alternative way of check-
ing the integrity constraint is required. Our methods
are developed for integrity constraint assertions that
are expressed in a subset of �rst order logic. We also
give subsets of SQL and Datalog that can be mapped
to this logic. Local veri�cation is directly usable on
constraints expressed in these query languages.
We have also developed local tests for determin-

ing when deletions and updates do not violate con-
straints. We can adapt our local test condition to
be based on multiple local relations. However, the
test may become very expensive. As future work we



plan to explore e�cient multi-relation tests. Recall
from Section 4.3 that we also plan to explore tests
for multiple covering tuples.

We have also begun initial exploration of extensions
and adaptations of our results for:

� Handling an even more general class of integrity
constraints.

� Exploiting relationships between constraints to
optimize integrity constraint veri�cation.

� Using (partially) inconsistent databases.

� Maintaining materialized views.

� E�cient caching of remote data.
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